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Price Performance YTD 23.13

Shares Outstanding 493,040,308
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Average Daily Value (USD) 4,585.68            

Average Daily Volume 120,393             

Financial Data 
Year End 31 Dec '09 31 Dec '10

Revenues 16,493,281 34,856,966

PAT 1,535,656 3,417,678

NAV 29,389,073 35,240,860

EPS (US cents) 0.31 0.69

Dividend Per Share 0.00 0.17

RoE 0.07 0.13

P/E (X) -              10.10                 

Div Yield 0.00% 2.16%

Earnings Yield 0.04% 8.67%

Closing Share Price 8

EFE Target Price 10.39
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Company Description 

Turnall Holdings Limited, formerly the Building and Construction division of

TH Zimbabwe Limited, operates through two divisions namely 

Building Products and Turnall Piping Products. The group’s building product 

range includes, Endurite, Trafford Tile, Pantile, Flat Sheet Slates

Boards, Tapboard and  the recently added Galvanised 

(GCIS).  

Business Structure 

The company currently has two factories one in  H

lines and 2 GCIS sheeting lines and another factory in 

sheeting line, the recently commissioned Nutec sheeting 

line which is one of three that the company hopes to have in the short to 

medium term in response to the growing sentiment against the use of 

chrysotile fibres. The company boasts of an installed capacity of 150,000 tons 

of installed capacity for AC products 

 

Final results to 31 December 2010 

Turnall released a solid set of results with turnover up   111% up at $34.9m 

largely driven by volume growth  that were 12.2%

from continuing operations were up by a margi

relative to the turnover increase, of 104% at $5.3m as cost of sales growth 

exceed the turnover growth. Net finance costs grew 111% on the back of 

cumulative borrowings to meet working capital needs capex on the new 

technology for non asbestos plant to $390,199 leaving the group with $3.4m 

PBT from which $1.4m tax charges were deducted to earn the group’s 

shareholders $3.4m being a $0.69 EPS. Sweetening it all the company went 

on to reward the shareholders with 0.173c per share divid

four times cover. The balance sheet firmed 37.8% to $47.1m largely on the 

back of the PTA loan facility used to finance the non asbestos nutec plant 

instalment, coupled with the group profits and other short term working 

capital debt injections. The group’s NAV stood at $25.4m from the growth in 

retained earnings while total liabilities were 73.5% firmer at $21.8m of which 

$9.9m were long term. The group closed in a positive cash flow position of 

$349,973 while cash and cash equivalents amounted to $1.1m.

 

Local sales volumes  growth the cornerstone of  20

Underpinning the group’s solid performance was local sales volumes growth

which contributed 94% to the cumulative tonnage of 67,521t

increase in agricultural production and increased private home construction 

on the back of the USD salaries and the upgrading of sewer and water 

reticulation facilities by local authorities. Export volumes suffered a blow
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Turnall Holdings Limited, formerly the Building and Construction division of 

h two divisions namely Turnall 

The group’s building product 

Flat Sheet Slates, Fascia, Barge 

alvanised Corrugated Iron Sheets 

one in  Harare that has 2 sheeting 

and another factory in Bulawayo that has a 

Nutec sheeting line and a pipe plant 

which is one of three that the company hopes to have in the short to 

medium term in response to the growing sentiment against the use of 

installed capacity of 150,000 tons 

Turnall released a solid set of results with turnover up   111% up at $34.9m 

12.2% ahead of budget. Profits 

from continuing operations were up by a marginally lower percentage, 

of 104% at $5.3m as cost of sales growth 

exceed the turnover growth. Net finance costs grew 111% on the back of 

cumulative borrowings to meet working capital needs capex on the new 

on asbestos plant to $390,199 leaving the group with $3.4m 

PBT from which $1.4m tax charges were deducted to earn the group’s 

shareholders $3.4m being a $0.69 EPS. Sweetening it all the company went 

on to reward the shareholders with 0.173c per share dividend representing a 

four times cover. The balance sheet firmed 37.8% to $47.1m largely on the 

back of the PTA loan facility used to finance the non asbestos nutec plant 

instalment, coupled with the group profits and other short term working 

ections. The group’s NAV stood at $25.4m from the growth in 

retained earnings while total liabilities were 73.5% firmer at $21.8m of which 

$9.9m were long term. The group closed in a positive cash flow position of 

mounted to $1.1m. 

Local sales volumes  growth the cornerstone of  2010 performance... 

Underpinning the group’s solid performance was local sales volumes growth 

which contributed 94% to the cumulative tonnage of 67,521t buoyed by 

increase in agricultural production and increased private home construction 

on the back of the USD salaries and the upgrading of sewer and water 

port volumes suffered a blow
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Turnall Product Range 

 Pipes

 
GCIS 

 Turnal ware. 

 Trafford Tile. 

 
Endurite Roofing. 

  

Pantiles 
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following a ban on chrysotile related products by Mozambique mid way 

through the financial year leaving them with Botswana only as the export 

market. Over the year the installation of the first of the three planned non 

asbestos products plant was completed and was set for commissioning in the 

first week of March 2011. The plant which uses cellulose fibres and PVA to 

produce a diversified product range including ceiling, fascia and barge boards 

is the company’s hope for a re-entry into the lucrative export market 

particularly South Africa. Capex over the period invested in plant and 

equipment eventually came up at $4.4m. Challenges bedevilling the asbestos 

mining industry in Zimbabwe have also seen the group margins being 

squeezed as the company had to resort to imports for sustenance, importing 

7000 tonnes which land at $1,200 per tonne compared to the local all in cost

of $690 per tonne.  This in turn has seen fibre become part of stock as its 

takes two to three months to land the fibre and the group contends they 

need at least six months cover to maintain production.

 

Trade Update and Outlook 

The group is currently operating at 90% capacity expecting Q1 volume sales 

to come up at 15,241t (largely local) with turnover at $9.6m. Management 

believe the 2010 GP and Profit margins will remain at the same levels for 

2011.  The group forecast local demand to remain firm on the

expected growth in agriculture particularly tobacco proceeds where volumes 

are forecast at 177m tonnes. The resumption of local authorities sewer 

refurbishment projects is also expected to sustain demand on the local front. 

To this end the group forecasts to do a total of 90,000 tonnes in 2011 at 

average sell off prices of $520 per tonne.  Resum

April 2011 pending registration of their produc

Bureau of Standards (SABS) 

 

Turnall’s investment case vests in millennium development goals of provision 

of safe housing and effective sanitation. Scope for growth also vests in the 

huge housing backlog as depicted in the table below also indicating the 

potential demand for construction and allied products.

  Backlog                    5 Year Period Spread 

( units )  2011*  2012 2013

HIGH DENSITY  488,367   85,000   95,000   97,673 

TOTAL 

DEMAND 

TILES (000)  

            

8,790  

    

1,530  

    

1,710  

    

1,758 

TOTAL 

DEMAND  

TONNES 

398,741   69,400   77,565   79,748 

Source The National Housing Policy Document  2009

For a company that controls about 84% of the roofing building supplies 

market in Zimbabwe these figures offer lucrative opportunities for growth 

and investment.
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5 Year Period Spread  

2013 2014 2015 

97,673   100,000  111,367  

    

1,758  1,800 2,004 

79,748     81,648  90,928  

The National Housing Policy Document  2009 

For a company that controls about 84% of the roofing building supplies 

t in Zimbabwe these figures offer lucrative opportunities for growth 

and investment.
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Turnall perfomance  relative to Industrial Index

Rebased Industrial Index Rebased Turnall

A consistent performer with returns well 

above the market, we believe this trend 

will continue with expected good 

financial performance 

Financials & Ratios

Actual

2009

Sales 16,493,281          
Y-O-Y Change n/a
Net Profit 1,535,656           
Y-O-Y Change n/a
Operating Margin 15.6%
Net Margin 9.3%

EPS 0.00                   
PE -                     
DPS -                     
NAVPS 0.04                   
Earnings Yield 0.04%
Dividend Yield 0.00%
P/BV 1.82                   
ROE 7%
ROA 5%
ROCE 8%
Enterprise Value (m) 40,038,829.64     
EV/EBITDA 10.98                  
Mkt cap:Total Assets 1.34                   

Source: ZSE/EFE  Database 
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Valuation and Recommendation 

We believe Turnall, are poised to achieve their fo

2011F with average sell off prices of $520 per ton and

maintain the costs to sales ratios from F2010. 

group to achieve turnover, EBITDA and earnings of $55.4m, $

respectively. Applying an EV/EBITDA multiple of 8,6x, T

stands at $72,99m, giving rise to a target market cap of $

share (this is assuming they maintain their 2010

wise). Notwithstanding the potential growth that should come with the 

company’s re-entry into the lucrative export market we believe there is still 

greater scope for growth in Turnall. Trading at 8c per share we see in excess 

of 25% upside in the counter, as such we maintain our 

Actual Forecast Forecast

2010 2011 2012

34,856,966     55,363,926      73,459,237           
111                59                  33                                   

3,418,678       5,900,071        7,828,467               
123                73                  33                                   

15.1% 15.3% 15.3%
9.8% 10.7% 10.7%

0.69               1.20                1.59                               
10.10             6.69                5.04                               
0.17               0.30                0.53                               
0.05               0.06                0.08                               

8.67% 14.96% 19.85%
2.16% 3.74% 6.62%

1.56               1.28                1.03                               
13% 19% 20%
10% 10% 10%
13% 18% 20%

37,669,541.64 37,251,168.89 37,799,182.83  
5.49               3.48                2.66                               
1.15               0.67                0.49                               

Turnal Price/Volume Trends

Volume Price
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orecast of 90,000 tonnes for 

per ton and that the group will 

. We therefore forecast the 

earnings of $55.4m, $8.5m and $5.9m 

. Applying an EV/EBITDA multiple of 8,6x, Turnall’s target EV 

market cap of $51,8m, 10.39c per 

10 balance sheet liabilities 

potential growth that should come with the 

into the lucrative export market we believe there is still 

Trading at 8c per share we see in excess 

maintain our BUY rating on them. 

Forecast

2013

85,464,056      
16                  

9,107,807        
16                  

15.3%
10.7%

1.85                
4.33                
0.62                
0.09                

23.09%
7.70%

0.84                
19%
9%

20%
38,210,193.28 

2.92                
0.38                 
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Notes 

 

This document has been prepared by EFE Securities (Private) Limited (EFE), for the information of its clients. Although the s

obtained from sources that the company believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee their accuracy, and any such information may be incomplete or condensed. All 

opinions and estimates included in this report constitute the company’s judgment as of the date of this report and are subjec

discussed and mentioned in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Investors must make their own investment decisi

objectives and financial position and using such independent adv

offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security. EFE and any of the individuals preparing this rep

position in any securities of companies in this report. In addition EFE may from time to time perform investment banking or o

banking or other business from any entity mentioned in this report. EFE 

or fall and investors may end up with a reduced amount from their initial capital invested. Additional information on recomme
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This document has been prepared by EFE Securities (Private) Limited (EFE), for the information of its clients. Although the statements of fact in this report have been 

es to be reliable, we do not guarantee their accuracy, and any such information may be incomplete or condensed. All 

opinions and estimates included in this report constitute the company’s judgment as of the date of this report and are subject to change wit

discussed and mentioned in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Investors must make their own investment decisions based on their specific investment 

objectives and financial position and using such independent advisors they believe necessary. This report is for informational purposes only and is not intended as an 

offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security. EFE and any of the individuals preparing this report may at any time have a l

position in any securities of companies in this report. In addition EFE may from time to time perform investment banking or other services for, or solicit investment 

banking or other business from any entity mentioned in this report. EFE may at times buy and sell shares on an agency or principal basis to its clients. Shares may rise 

or fall and investors may end up with a reduced amount from their initial capital invested. Additional information on recommended securities is available on re
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tatements of fact in this report have been 
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